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The theory of generators and relations for groups is closely related to the geometry of certain 
digraphs with edges labeled from the generating set. Examples of this connection are provided 
by the Cayley graph of a group and the coset enumeration scheme of Coxeter. This paper intro- 
duces the author’s recent work aimed at developing a theory of presentations of inverse monoids 
analogous to the theory of generators and relations for groups. We regard inverse monoids as a 
variety of type (2,l.O) and study presentations from this point of view. This paper is primarily 
concerned with the word problem for inverse monoid presentations. We develop the general con- 
struction of birooted, labeled digraphs associated with an inverse monoid presentation and show 
how they can be used to approach the word problem. We indicate several cases in which the word 
problem can be solved using these techniques. 
1. Introduction 
We shall consider inverse monoids as a class of algebras of type (2,1,0) (the oper- 
ations are the multiplication, the operation a - a-l, and a nullary operation which 
selects the identity, 1) subject o the usual laws: 
a(bc) = (ab)c, (a-‘)-’ = a, aa-Ia = a, (ab)-’ = b-la-‘, 
(aa-‘)(bb-‘) = (bb-‘)(aa-‘), al = la = a. 
Inverse monoids form a variety and consequently free inverse monoids exist. 
Throughout his paper X will dent e a non-empty set, and X-’ a set disjoint from 
X and in one-to-one correspondence with X, called the set of formal inverses of X. 
We will denote the free monoid with (obvious group like) involution on X by 
(XUX-‘)*, the Wagner congruence by Q, and the free inverse monoid over X 
by FIM(X) = (XUX-‘)*/e. The structure of FIM(X) was first described by 
Scheiblich (see [17]), and later, by graphical methods, by Munn (see [12]). We refer 
the reader to Petrich (see 1151) for details, notation and results concerning inverse 
semigroups and monoids: in particular, FIM(X) is discussed in detail. 
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Inverse monoids are also partially ordered algebras. For an inverse monoid M, 
the set of idempotents of 1M is denoted EM. The partial order, s, on M is defined 
by u I o if ard : dy i: &re exists e E EM such that u = eu. This partial order is cal- 
led the nJtura: partial order on M. For u EM we denote the order filter of u by 
r *t]={tEM~usu}. c 
A presentation of arl inverse monoid is a pair, P= (X; S), where S is a binary 
relation on FIM(X) (or (X U X-r)*). If P= (X, S), then the inverse monoid A&= 
FIM(X)/B, where 6 is the congruence on FIM(X) generated by S, is said to bepse- 
sented by the generators X and the relations S, and is denoted by M= Inv(X 1 S). 
Equivalently, M= (X U X-*)*/t, where r is the congruence on (X U X-l)* gener- 
ated by Q U S. If 1x1 and (S 1 are both finite, then we say that the monoid is fkzitely 
presented. 
The free group on X will be denoted by FG(X) and the group presented by the 
generators X and relations S -+ll be denoted by Gp(X 1 S). The following lemma 
is obvious from universal considerations: 
Lemma 1.1. The group G = Gp(X 1 S) is the maximal group homomorphic mage 
of the inverse monoid M= Inv(X 1 S). 
Some familiar examples of inverse monoids presented by generators and relations 
are the following: FIM(X) is Inv(X 10) (the inverse monoid presented by the gener- 
ators X and no relations) (see [ 12,15,17]); the inverse monoid Inv(a I as-l = 1) is 
the bicyclic monoid (see [ 1,151); 
Inv X n (J&)(X-lx) = 1 
1 I XEX > 
is FG(X); 
Inv(X 1 xx+ =l, xy=o, X,YEX, x#yy) 
is the polycyclic monoid [14]; the inverse monoids 
were considered by MC Alister and MC Fadden (see [lo]), and are investigated inthis 
paper. 
The theory of group presentations is quite sophisticated, see for example Lyndon 
and Schupp [6], or Magnus, Karras and Solitar [7]; however, there is a need for 
methods to investigate structure for presentations of inverse monoids. The funda- 
mental question is the word problem: given a presentation of an inverse monoid 
M= (X I S) = (X U X-‘)*/r, is there an algorithm that will decide for any two 
words u, v E (X U X-l)*, whether UTV or not (that is, whether u= v in M)? If such 
an algorithm exists, then we say that the word problem for M is decidable. In this 
paper we provide some general techniques for solving this type of problem, and 
illustrate the techniques with a few examples. These techniques will also provide in- 
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formation concerning the Green’s relations on M, and the natural partial order on 
AM. In particular, given an inverse monoid, M= (X 1 S), we associate a di 
edges labeled from the set XU X-’ and two distinguished vertices, with each ele- 
ment of M. We show that the structure of these graphs is related to the word prob- 
lem. After investigation of these graphs, and labeled digraphs in general, we will 
present a constructive method which ‘approximates’ these graphs. Finally we will 
show that the word problem is decidable for some classes of presentations of inverse 
monoids by these techniques. 
2. Birooted inverse word graphs 
Recall that a labeled digraph, r, over a non-empty zet T consists of a set of ver- 
tices, V(r), and a set of edges, E(T), where E(r) E V(T) x T x V(f). An edge 
(ul,x, t.12) is said to be labeled by x and directed frobsa u1 to 02. The vertex u1 is said 
to be the initial vertex of the edge and the vertex u2 1s said to be the terminal vertex 
of the edge. A (directed) path is a sequence of edges, such that the terminal vertex 
of one edge is the initial vertex of the next edge. A path which starts and ends at 
the same vertex is said to be a loop at that vertex. The graph r is said to be strongly 
connected if given any two vertices, a, p E I-‘, there is a directed path, p, from Q! to 
j3. We will also call p, a path from a -8, an a! - p walk. For the path p, W(p) E T*, 
is the word that labels the path. If w = W(p) labels the a -/3 walk, p, we will some- 
tunes denote the endpoint, j?, of p, as CYW. The labeled digraph r is said to be finite 
if both E(r) and V(r) are finite sets. 
A labeled digraph is called deterministic if all edges directed from a vertex are 
labeled by different letters, and injective if all edges directed towards a vertex are 
labeled by different letters. 
For any w E T*, 1 WI is the number of elements of T, including repetitions, occur- 
ring in w. 
An inverse word graph over X UX-’ is a strongly connected igraph, 
edges labeled from X U X-l in such a way that the labeling is consistent 
involution; that is, 
0 Y y-6 0 
is an edge in r if and only if 
r, with 
with an 
is an edge in r, where y E X U X -I. These two edges are (y, y, S) and (6, y-‘, y). In 
general, when illustrating inverse werd graphs over X U X-l, it will be our practice 
to indicate only those edges labeled by elements of X: the edges labeled by elements 
of x-l are to be assumed to be present. We will also assume that at each vertex 
there is an empty path, which is a loop, labeled by 1. 
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The following lemma is obvious from the definition of an inverse word graph over 
xux-‘: 
Lemma 2.1. An inverse word graph over X U X-’ is deterministic if and only if it 
is injective. 
A birooted inverse word graph (over X U X-‘) is a triple A = (cl, C /?), where r
is an inverse word graph over X U X”, and a! and /9 are distinguished vertices of 
r called, respectively, the start and end of A. It is convenient to consider A as a 
trim automaton over the alphabet X U X -*. The language of A is given by L[A] = 
{w~(XUX-~)*I~W=~}. That is, L[A] is the set of words in (XUX-‘)* which 
label CT - fi walks. We will call this type of automaton (i.e., with only one accepting 
state) a one-out automaton. We refer the reader to [3] or [2] for basic definitions 
and concepts concerning the theory of automata. 
As we have seen, a birooted inverse word graph A = (aJ 6) over X U X-’ may 
be considered as a suitably defined automaton. We use the term ‘birooted inverse 
word graph’ for historical reasons (see Munn [I2]), and because we will see that the 
underlying raph, r, of A, is important in its own right. We also note that a birooted 
inverse word graph is deterministic f and only if it is a deterministic automaton. 
For r and r’, inverse word graphs over X U X-r, a V-homomorphism of inverse 
word graphs, @ : r-, r’, is a pair of functions (#b-, &), ev : V(r) + V(r’) and 
& : E(r) --) E(T’) such that (ot,x, uz)& = (ur &,,x, u&,); that is, a V-homomor- 
phism is a map on the vertices which preserves incidence, orientation and labeling. 
A V-homomorphism @ = (&,,&) will be called: a V-monomorphism (or V-em- 
bedding) if flrJ is one-to-one; a V-epimorphism if Q+ is onto; an edge surjective 
V-epimorphism if both Gv and eE are onto; and a V-isomorphism if @ is both a 
V-monomorphism and an edge surjective V-epimorphism. We will use the am- 
biguous notation ‘Qi’ for &, or & when there is no danger of confusion. 
This definition of homomorphism of word graphs quite readily extends to a defi- 
nition of homomorphism of birooted inverse word graphs. A V-homomorphism 
@ : (a,C /3) + (a’, rl, 8’) is a V-homomorphism from r to r’ such that a@ = a’ and 
P@ =8’= 
One obvious way to define a quotient of a word graph, r, is to induce the quotient 
by an equivalence r lation, q, on the vertices of K We shall call q a V-equivalence 
and the quotient induced a V-quotient. The V-quotient of r by q is r/q, where 
V(r/tl) = V(r)/q and E(r/q) = {((v,~), X, (vg)) 1 (vl,x, v2) c E(T)). It is not diffi- 
cult to see that there is a first isomorphism theorem for inverse word graphs which 
relates the concepts of V-epimorphisms and V-quotients in a manner similar to the 
first isomorphism theorem for groups (see [lS]). A V-equivalence, q on IY, also 
induces a V-quotient on a birooted inverse word graph A = (a,c /3), that is, A/q = 
((W, r/4 (Br7)). 
We pause to establish some results concerning one-out automata which will be 
useful in the sequel. The following result of Reutenauer [la] will be of interest: 
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Lemma 2.2 (Reutenauer). Let M = (CT, c p) be a trim one-out automaton. If r is de- 
terministic and injective, then M is the minimal automaton accepting L [M]. 
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2: 
Lemma 2.3. If r is a deterministic inverse word graph over X U X-i, and 
a, p E V(r), then (a, & /3) is the minimal automaton accepting L[(a, c /3)]. 
The importance of minimal automata is discussed in [2]. The property that 
interests us is that while a number of different automata may recognize the same 
language, there is one automaton, the minimal automaton, which is unique to the 
language. 
The relationship of V-homomorphisms and language inclusion will be an impor- 
tant concept in the sequel. The following lemma is clear: 
Lemma 2.4. Let @ : r-, r’ be a V-homomorphism and let a, p E V(r)i. If w Iabels 
an a -/3 walk in r, then w labels an a@ - /Jtp walk in r’. So, if A = (a, C 8) and 
A’=(a@,r’J@), then L[A] c_L[A’]. 
Let A = (a, c p) and A’= (a’, C, p’). In general, L[A] E L[A’] does IM imply the 
existence of a V-homomorphism @: r+ r’ such that a@ = a’ and /?@ = 8’. The fol- 
lowing theorem gives necessary conditions for such a V-homomorphism to exist: 
Theorem 2.5. Let A = (a, I’, p) and A’= (a’, r’, p’) be deterministic birooted inverse 
word graphs over XU X -? If L [A] c L [A’], then there is a V-homomorphism 
@ : r-, r’ such that cw@ = a’ and /3@ =p’. 
Proof. We define the map @ on the vertices of r as follows. If y E V(r), then, since 
A is strongly connected, there is a w E (XU X-l)* such that cyrw =y. Define y@ to 
be cy’w. It is necessary toshow that @ is well defined. So suppose aw = y and aw’= y, 
now note that since A is strongly consccted there is a w1 such that ywl =p. Thus 
wwl, w’wl E L[A] c L[A’]. We wish to show that a’w = G’w’, so note that a’w = 
B’w,’ and a’w’=p’wi’, sinLIe A’ is deterministic and inverse. Thus CT’W =cy’w’, and 
@ is well defined on the vertex set. Now suppose that (y,,x, y2) E E(T), then there 
exists wl, w2 such that w1 labels an a - y1 path and w2 labels a y2 -/3 path in K Now 
wlxw2 labels an a’- p’ walk in r’, so (yr @, x, y2@) EE(F). Thus we see that @ is a 
V-homomorphism. Cl 
We digress to indicate that a slight modification of the proof of the above theorem 
will yield the following result (see [Ml): 
Theorem 2.6. Let M and M’ be trim deterministic injective one-out automata over 
an alphabet T. If L[M] c: L [M’], then there exists a state map from M to M’. 
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3. The Schiitzenberger g aph of an d&class with respect o a preseatation 
For this section P= (X; S) will be a fixed presentation of an inverse monoid 
M= Inv(X 1 S), ‘s the corresponding congruence on (X U X-l)*, and cr the minimal 
group congruence on M. 
For a monoid A4 the Green’s relations on M are defined as follows. For m E MI 
(a) man if mM=nM, 
(b) m9?n if Mm = Mn; 
(c) m&n if mRn and mLn; 
(d) mBn if there exists ml EM such that mBml and m#m. 
For m E M we denote the 8%![9, @&‘I class of m by R,[L,,O,, W,]. We refer 
the reader to Clifford and Preston (see [l]) for a discussion of Green’s relations. 
For m EM, the Schiitzenberger graph of R,, with respect o P, is the labeled 
digraph W(m), where 
and 
V(W(m)) = R, 
E(W(m)) = ((u~,x,v~) 1 v,,vpzR,, XEXUX” and vl(xr)=v2}. 
Dually, one can define the Ieft Schiitzenberger graph, W’(m), of L,, where 
V(SF(m)) = L, 
and 
E(Srr(m)) = {(vl,x,v2) 1v~,v~EL,,xEXUX-~ and (m)v1=v2}. 
The results which follow for Sr(m) can be dualized. We use the term ‘Schtitzenberger 
graph’, because, as is obvious from the following theorem, the transformation 
monoid of (mm -*, W(m), m) is the image of the Schltzenberger representation f
M relative to R,. We also note that if man, then Sr(m)=Sr(n). 
Theorem 3.1. Let m e M, e = mm-‘, ml,m2ER,, and w,wi,wz~(XUX-I)*; then 
(a) ml(wr) = m2 if and only if w labels an ml - m2 walk. 
@) (wT)~ m if and only if w labels an e-m walk. 
(c) W(m) is a deterministic word graph. 
(d) Sr(m) is an inverse word graph. 
(e) If w1 and w2 both label ml - m2 walks, then (W&O= (w2t)t7. 
Proof. (a) The proof is by induction on 1 w I. If 1 w I= 1 and w =x, then by definition 
of W(m), ml(ws) = m2 if and only if (ml,x, m2) E E(Sr(m)), or w labels an ml - m2 
walk. Now suppose that the result is true for all words of length less than N. 
Let WE(XUX-l)* such that IwI =N. If w=x~x~=-=x~_~x~ is an ml-m2 walk, 
then there exists rn; such that w’=x~x~-~,,_~ labels an ml -m; walk. By hypo- 
thesis, ml(w’r) =m;, and since w labels an ml - m2 walk, (m;, xN, m2) E E(Sr(m)). 
Then by definition of ST(m), m;(x_+) = m2, so m$(x& = ml(w’r)(xNr) = 
ml(xlx2~~~xN~)=m2. 
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Conversely, if q (x, x2 9. l xN_ per) = m2, then there exists rn; such that ml(xl 9-a 
x,+~T) =m&3Pm2, since m;(xNr)=m2&q. So by hypothesis x1x2 ...x~_~ labels an 
ml - rn; walk. Now by definition of W(m), (m;,xN, m2) E E(W(m)) so x1x2 ...xN 
labels an ml - m2 walk. 
(b) Suppose (wz) 2 m, then e(wt) = m, so by (a), w labels an e - m walk. Con- 
versely if w labels an e - m walk, then by (a), e(wt) = m, so (wt) 1 m. 
(c) W(m) is clearly deterministic since multiplication is well defined in M. 
(d) Suppose that (ml,x, m2) E E(ST(m)), then 
so 
-1 e=mlml -1 =m2m;'= ml(xf)(x+)ml , 
ml = em1 = mlmilml = ml(xr)(X-‘~)milml = mlmilml(xr)(x-‘r) 
= ml(xr)(x%) = m2(xB1r). 
Thus (m2,xB1 , ml) c E(W(m)) and so W(m) is an inverse word graph. 
(e) Suppose that w1 and w2 both label ml - m2 walks, then ml(wlr) = ml(w2r), 
so (mla)((wlr)o)= (mla)((w2r)a) and by cancellation in the group (W&O= 
(w&F. 0 
Recall that for m EM, [m t ] = {n E M 1 n 1 m} . The following result is an obvious 
corollary of part (b) of the above theorem: 
Corollary 3.2. Let mEM and e=mm-‘. L[(e,Sr(m),m)] =[mt]r? 
The structure of the Schiitzenberger g aphs of elements of M is intimately con- 
r,zcted with the structure of A4 as revealed by the Green’s relations. This beautiful 
connection is formulated in the following lemma and theorem. The reader is refer- 
red to [l] for a discussion of Green’s Lemma. 
Lemma 3.3. Let m, ml, m2, n EM. If m(ml) = m2 and n(m2) = ml, then m and n 
induce mutually inverse y?-class preserving V-isomorphisms q&, :Sr(ml) --) Sr(m2) 
and @,, : Sr(m2) + Sr(ml), respectively, where s/g, = ms and t@,, = nt for 
SE V(W(m,)) and t E V(Sr(m,)). 
Proof. The fact that em and en are mutually inverse g-class preserving bijections 
on their respective vertex sets is a direct consequence of Green’s Lemma. To see that 
the map em is defined on E(Sr(ml)), let (ol, x, 02) E E(W(ml)). By definition, 
ul(~r) = 4, so m(q(xt)) = m(u2) and thus (mol, _Y> Y/ID~) E E(Sr(m,)); so em induces 
an injection from E(Sr(ml)) to E(Sr(m2)). Similarly, en is an inverse map from 
E(W(m2)) to E(Sr(ml)). To see that em is edge surjective, note that if 
(ul,x, u2) E E(Sr(m2)) then (ul,x, u2)q$, =(nul,x, nuz) E E(Sr(ml)) and moreover 
(nul, x, nu2Mm = (mnul,x, mnu2) = (ul,x, u2). So em is a V-isomorphism. Similarly, 
& is a V-isomorphism, and since they are mutually inverse mappings on the vertex 
sets, the lemma is established. Cl 
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Theorem 3.4. Let m1,m2E M and let e=mlmil and f =m2m;‘; then 
(a) ml 0 m2 if and only if there exists a V-isomorphism 
@ : W(m,) + Sr(m2). 
(b) m#m2 if and on& if there exists a V-isomorphism 
@ : Sr(ml) --) Sr(m2) such that e@ =f. 
(c) m15?m2 if and on/j if there exists a V-ikomorphism 
@ : W(ml) + Sr(m2) such that ml@ = m2. 
(d) mlam2 if and only if there exist V-isomorphisms 
q3, w : Sr(ml) + Sr(m2) such that e@ =f and ml w = m2. 
(e) ml =m2 if and only if there exists a V-isomorphkm 
qkSr(ml)+Sr(m2) such that e@=f and ml@=m2. 
Proof. (a) Suppose that mlOmz, then let m E R, n LJ. Now note that m%??e and 
m-‘af. It is clear that m-‘e=m-’ and m(m-*) =e, so by the previous lemma 
there exists a V-isomorphism from W(ml) to Sr(m2). 
Conversely, if @ : Sr(m,) + W(m2) is a V-isomorphism, then let u label an f - e@ 
walk and u an ml@- m2 walk. Note that u-l labels an e-f@-’ walk and 0-l an 
m2qP - ml walk. From Corollary 3.2 then it is clear that (u-*u)rze and so 
(u%r)ml =ml. Thus (u~)ml.9ml. Now let w+m$‘, then uwlu labels an f-m2 
walk in Sr(m2), so (uwlvr)zm2. Similarly, if w2 EIII~T-‘, then (u-l w2v-‘)rrml. 
Now note that (uu-1~)m2(v%)r=(u(u-Lw2v-1)v)~~(u~)ml(v~)~m2, but m2= 
w27r(u(u-’ w2v-‘)v)‘c, so (u’t)m&z) =m2. Examine the product ((u7)ml)(vr)v-‘7). 
If we can show that ml(vr)(v-%)=ml, then it will be clear that (ur)m@m2. To 
see this, note that wi vu-’ labels an e - ml walk, so (wr vvW1)r = ml(vv-’ t) 2 ml, but 
it is clear that mlzm,(vv%) so mI(vv%)=ml. Thus m10m2. 
(b) For m,3Pm2, let @ be the identity V-isomorphism. 
Conversely, if Q : Sr(ml) --) W(m2) is a V-isomorphism such that e@ =f, then 
note that the proof of the indirect implication in (a) will carry over to this case. Let 
u = 1, and then note that (u7)m@m2 yields m@m2. 
(c) Similar to (b), except let v = 1 from the proof of (a). 
(d) Clear from the definition of X and (b) and (c). 
(e) If @ : ST(ml) --) Sr(m2) is a V’isomorphism such that e@ =f and ml@ =m2, 
then L [(e, W(ml), ml)] = L[(f, Sr(m2), m2)], by Lemma 2.4. Now note that if 
w, ern17-l and w2Em2r-*, then wltzm2 and w2rzml by Corollary 3.2, so 
ml = m2. The direct implication is obvious. 0 
It is also possible to determine the *class structure from the Schtitzenberger 
graph. For an inverse word graph, I’. we denote the set of V-automorphisms of r, 
i.e., V-isomorphisms from r to r, by Aut,(r). 
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Theorem 3.5. For e E EM, H, and Autv(W(e)) are isomorphic groups. Moreover, 
every element of Autv(Sr(e)) is an Z&class preserving map of R, o*lto R,. 
Proof. Define v : He 
Since m-‘(e) = m-I 
+ Autv(Sr(e)) by m w em, where se,,, =m% for s E V(W(e)). 
and m(m-*) =e, qthm is a V-isomorphism which preserves 
!&classes by Lemma 3.3. 
To see that H, and Aut#r(e)) are isomorphic as groups we need to demon- 
strate that w is: (a) an injection; (b) a surjection; and (c) a homomorphism. We 
proceed in the indicated order. 
(a) Suppose that r, s E He a& cli,= es, then, in particular, e& = e@,. Note that e is 
an identity far He SC r-’ _r’le=s-‘e=s-l, and thus ly is an injection. 
(b) Let q E Autv(Sr(e)) and let eq = m-l. Now note that e& = e and eq = m-l, so 
by Theorem 3.4(b) em -I. Thus my = q and v is a surjection. 
(c) We wish to show that ry is a homomorphism. Let r,se He, rry = q& and 
SW = t&, and (rs) w = q&. To see that && = &, examine their action on m E R,. 
m~~~r=(s-lm)@~=r-*(s-lm)=(sr)-‘m=m@~~. Thus @&=&. We now see that 
ly is an homomorphism of groups. Cl 
A right [left] stabilizer of n EM is an element m in M such that nm = n imn = n]. 
It is possible to determine the stablizing properties of an element and to determine 
whether two elements are comparable under the natural partial order. This is 
demonstrated in the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.6. Let m, n EM and, let e = mm-’ and f = nri’. Then 
(a) m 2: n if and only if there exists a V-homomorphism 
Q) :W(m) 4 W(n) such that e@ =f and m@ =n. 
(b) mn = n if and on& if there exists a V-homomorphism 
Q) :W(m) + W(n) such that e@ = m@ =f. 
(c) nm = n if and on& if there exists a V-homomorphism 
@ : W(m) + W(n) such that e@ = m@ = n. 
The proof of this theorem is an easily established consequence of Corollary 3.2 
and Theorem 2.5. 
For e, f E EM, where zJ the structure mapping q&f, is the mapping &f: R,-, Rf 
defined by u&/ - fu. It is relatively easy to see that the maps discussed in part (a) 
of the previous theorem are the g;aphical equivalents of the structure mappings. 
Structure mappings were introduced by Meakin [11] and Lare useful in constructing 
inverse semigroups and monoids from some of their fundamental components. 
We have seen that the Schtitzenberger graphs can provide us with a large amount 
of information concerning the local structure of M in terms of the Green’s relations, 
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the natural partial order, and the stabilizers. In some cases, the Schutzenberger 
graphs can provide us with information of a global nature: in particular, it is pos- 
sible to determine whether 1M is a bisimple inverse monoid or a group. 
We recall that an inverse monoid is said to be bisimple if it has only one +class. 
For a discussion of Cayley graphs see 1191. 
Theorem 3.7. (a) M is a group if and only if for all m E V(W(1)) and for all 
y E X U X-’ there is an edge leaving m labeled by y. In this case W(l) is the Cayley 
graph of M. 
(b) 1M is b&imp/e if and only if W(m) is V-isomorphic to W(n) for all m, n EM. 
Proof. (a) If 1IM is a group then the definition of Sr(l) is equivalent to the definition 
of the Cayley graph of M, and Cayley graphs have the stated property concerning 
edges. 
Conversely, if Sr(l) has the property that for each vertex there is an edge labeled 
byeachyEXUX -I, then given any w E (XU X-r)*, ww-l labels a loop at 1. Thus 
(ww-‘)r~ 1 by Corollary 3.2. Similarly (w-l w)rr 1. But since 1 is maximal in EM, 
(ww-l)~=(~-l~)~=l. Thus wr#K’ral for all WE(XUX-I)* and 1IM is a 
group. Consequently, Sr(l) is its Cayley graph. 
(b) Direct consequence of Theorem 3.4(a). Cl 
We end this section with some results concerning E-unitary inverse monoids. 
E-unitary inverse monoids have many characterizations which are discussed in [ 151; 
however, the characterization which is most useful for our purpose is the following: 
an inverse monoid M is E-unitary if and only if its minimal group congruence is
idempotent pure. That is, M is E-unitary if and only if EM = la-‘. 
Let CT(X, S) be the Cayley graph (see [19]) of the group G = Gp(X 1 S) =Mh. 
We supply a proof of the following observation of Meakin: 
Theorem 3.8 (Meakin). (a) M is E-unitary if and only if 8 induces a V-embed- 
ding of W(m) into CT(X; S) for all m EM. 
(b) M is E-unitary if and only if for all m, n EM, where m 2 n, there is a V-em- 
bedding @ :ST(m) + ST(n) such that mm-‘@ = nn-’ and m@ = n. 
Proof. (a) For the direct case we note that 
L [(mm-! ST(m), m)] c L[(la, Cr(X; S), mo)], 
SO by Theorem 2.5 there is a V-homomorphism @: W(m)-+ CT(X,S) such that 
(mm-% = la and m@ = mo. Now if ml,m2E V(W(m)) are such that rn& =mz@, 
let wE E (XU X-l)* label an mm-’ -ml walk and let WOE (X U X-j)* label an 
mm-’ -m2 walk. By Theorem 3.1(e), (w1r)~=(w2r)0 so (~;~wi)rcr=lo. Then 
since M is E-unitary, (w; 1 wl) T e EM. However, the facts that wi* wl labels a path 
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from m2 to ml and (w;’ wt)r e EM together imply m2 = ml. Thus @ is one-to-one on 
vertices. 
Conversely, suppose that Q# induces a V-embedding of W(m) into Cf(X; S) for 
ail m&f. Clearly &&a-‘, so let me lo-*, and let wemt-‘. Note that if 
@ : W(m) -+ Cr(X; S) is the embedding, then w labels a loop at (mm-‘)@, but w 
labels an mm-' -m walk also. However, since @ is a V-embedding w must label an 
mm-’ loop, and thus mm-' = m and hence m E EM. It foilows that Ecz = lo-l, and 
that IV is E-unitary. 
(b) This characterization is equivalent to Meakin’s characterization f E-unitary 
inverse monoids. See Theorem 3.6 and Meakin [ 111. q 
Given a particular presentation it is clear that an algorithm for determining the 
Schiitzenberger g aphs would solve the word problem for the presentation. The 
decision process is outlined in the following theorem. General techniques for the 
construction of Schtitzenberger graphs are outlined in the following sections and we 
will end this paper with some interesting decidability results. 
Theorem 3.9. Let M=Inv(X 1 S) =(XUX-‘)*/r. For u,~E(XUX-~)* the for- 
lo wing are equivalent : 
(a) u7 = UT. 
(b) u E L[(uu-’ T, W(ur), UT)] and u E: L [(vu-’ r, W(vt), UT)]. 
(c) L[(uu%, W(W), ur)] = L[(vo-‘r, W(vr), or)]. 
(d) There exists a V-isomorphism @ : W(ur) 3 W(W) such that (uu-’ r)@ = 
(UV-’ T) and (ut)~ = (VT). 
Proof. The equivalence of (a)-(c) is clear from Corollary 3.2. The equivalence of 
(a) and (d) is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.4(e). cl 
4. Graph productions 
In this section, P= (X; S) will be a fixed presentation of an inverse monoid 
M= Inv(X [ S) = (X U X-‘)*A. 
In this section we investigate the behavior of certain constructions on birooted 
inverse word graphs. These constructions will be fundamental to our techniques for 
investigating the word problem. Note that we will indicate the start of a birooted 
inverse word graph by a short unlabeled arrow directed towards that vertex; and, 
analogously, we will indicate the end of a birooted inverse word graph by ;r short 
unlabeled arrow directed away from that vertex. Recall that it is our convention to 
draw and label only those edges labeled by elements of X. It is to be understood 
that the inverse edges (i.e., those labeled by elements of X-l) are to be considered 
to be present also. 
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For a word w E (XUX-I)*, where w =x1x2 ... x,, the linear graph oj* w is the 
birooted inverse word graph (cr,,~~, B,), where 
and 
Example 1. For example, if X= {sy}, then the linear graph of w=xy’ ‘yyx-’ is 
-l 0 a __I_) x 0 y1 - Y 0 Y2 - Y 
t 
0 y3 - Y 0 Y4 - X 0 6 
We will define two constructions on birooted inverse word graphs. The first is a 
general construction and the second is specific to a presentation. 
eterminations. Let (a, c 8) be an inverse word graph over XUX-‘. If r has two 
directed edges with a common initial vertex S and the same label 
and 
0 “A@ 
0 Y 6 - Y2 0 
for someyEXUX_ ‘, then we form a new birooted inverse word graph by taking 
the quotient of (CT, c ##) by the equivalence r lation on V(r) generated by {(yl, ~2)). 
The resulting birooted inverse word graph has one fewer vertex than ((w,c fl), and 
two (or more) fewer edges than (cr, 4 /3), and is said to be obtained from (CI, c 8) 
by a determination. 
For the presentation, P=(X, S), we define a construction which ‘enlarges’ a
birooted inverse word graph. 
Elementary xpzmsions. Let (cT,~ 8) be a birooted inverse word graph over 
XUX-‘. If r=s is a relation in S (i.e., (r,s) or (s,r)&), and r has a y1 72 walk 
labeled by r but no yl - y2 walk labeled by s, then we obtain a new birooted inverse 
word graph (a’,r’, 8’) by ‘sewing’ on the linear graph of s onto [a,r, /3), by iden- 
tifying the start and end of (cr,&, B,) with yl and y2, respectively. The start and 
end of (cr’,T’, 8’) correspond to the start and end of (cw, a7 8). If IsI = m, then 
(a’, r’, 8’) has m - 1 new vertices and 2m new edges, and is said to be obtained from 
(cY,~ 8) by an elementary P-expansion. 
A deterministic birooted inverse word graph (c# 8) will be called closed if no 
elementary P-expansion is defined on (cl, K j?). 
We illustrate these constructions with an example. 
xample 2. 
graph 
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Let X= {x, y} and S = { (xy, y’x)} . Examine the birooted inverse Y-XY~ 
0 Yl -+Y3- X Y 0 __) 0 72 - x 0 y4 t 4 
Note that xy labels a y1 - y2 walk, but y2x does not. 
The corresponding elementary P-expansion is: 







0 Y 0 
X 
y1 - Y3 - Y2 - y4 0 
t 1 
Note that this birooted inverse word graph is not deterministic, a determination at 
y2 yields: 
+ 





Note that if (a’,T’, p’) is an elementary P-expansion of (a, < p), then there is a 
natural mapping of the vertices of r to the corresponding vertices of r’ which in- 
duces a V-embedding. Similarly, if (a’,r’, 8’) is obtained from (CL’, c p) by a deter- 
mination, then there is a natural mapping of the vertices of r to the vertices of r’ 
which induces a V-epimorphism. If ((x’,rl, p’) is obtained from (cw, c p) by a se- 
quence of determinations and elementary P-expansions, then the composition of the 
maps, as discussed above, is called the naturaf map relative to the sequence. 
Example 3. In the previous example we constructed the birooted inverse :vord 
graph 
1 







0 Y - 63 - 0 62 
t 
from the birooted inverse word graph 
0 
X 
0 Y 0 
X 
y1 - Y3 - Y2 p r4 
0 
t I 
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by a sequence consisting of an elementary P-expansion and a determination. The 
natural map, with respect to this sequence, is @ where vr@ =6r, y2@ =&, v3@ =a3 
and y4@ =S,. 
The natural map can be used to prove the following obvious lemma: 
Lemma 4.1. If A’ = (a’, rl, B’) is obtuined from A = (CII, ’, #?) by a sequence of deter- 
minations and elementary P-expansions, then L [A] 5 L [A’]. 
Given a birooted inverse word graph (cl, c p) over X U X-l, a sequence of deter- 
minations of (tz, c 8) is called a determination sequence. 
We shall first investigate determinations, and then, the interrelation of determina- 
tions and elementary P-expansions. The following lemma demonstrates the con- 
fluent nature of determinations: 
Lemma 4.2. Xf (a,, I$ /II) and (Q, r2, #$) are obtained from (tzO, &-,, &) by deter- 
mination sequences, then there exists (cT~, r3, fi3) which can be obtained from both 
(al, S,, &) and (ax9 I”, &) by determination sequences. 
Proof. We will prove the lemma in a stronger form than stated. We will show that 
if (al, PI, j?r) and (Q~, r , 82) are obtained from (Q, I& &) by sequences of m deter- 
minations and n determinations, respectively, then there is (a3,r3, sj) obtainable 
from (crJt, fit) and ((Ye, l-& 82) by sequences of n or fewer determinations, and m 
or fewer determinations, respectively. 
We will prove this by induction on k = m + n. The cases k= 0 and k = 1 are trivial, 
as is the case k = 2, and m = 0 or n = 0. We will examine m = 1 and n = 1 in detail. 













- 74 0 
and suppose that (c+I’~, PI) is obtained from (a&-,, P,) by the V-quotient on 
(Q, rO, PO) generated by { (rt, v2)}; and that (cz2, r2, p2) is obtained from (aO, I& p0) 
by the V-quotient on (Q, SO, PO) generated by {(y3, y4)}. Recall that the set of 
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equivalence r lations on a set is a semilattice under the joint operation (see ill), so 
that the join of the equivalence relations generated by {(y,, yZ)} and ((y3, y4)} is 
the equivalence r lation generated by {(yl, yz), (~3, ~4)). Note also that this V-quo- 
tient is obtainable from each of (ai, ri, pi) and (CQ, l-“, pZ) by at most 1 determina- 
tion. Thus the result is true for k 2. 
Now suppose that the property holds for all k<N (N> 2), and that (cur, ft, &) 
and ((r2, &, &) are obtained from (CQ, rO, /So) by sequences of m determinations and 
n determinations, respectively, where m i- n =N. Now, since the cases n? = 0 and 
n = 0 are trivial, we can assume, withouf loss of generality that N> n> 1. Let 
@Y&F’, &) be the birooted inverse word graph obtained from (Q, rO, &) by per- 
forming the first I! - 1 determinations in the sequence which obtained (cy2, &, pZ) 
from (:~J$, &). Now note that m + (n - 1)~ N, so by hypothesis there exists 
(cr;, ri, &) which is obtained from (a,, rt, /3i) and from (c& r’, &) by sequences of
n - 1 or fewer determinations and m or fewer determinations, respectively. Now 
note that ((x2&, p2) is obtained from (cu;,r& &) by a sequence of one or fewer 
determinations and (cr;J”, &) is obtained from (c&r& &) by a sequence of m or 
fewer determinations. Now m + 1 c N, since n> 1, so, by hypothesis, there is 
(~1~~ rS, &) obtainable frcm (a;, ri, &) and (cw;, r;, &) by sequences of one or fewer 
determinations, and m or fewer determinations, respectively. Note that we now have 
a sequence of n or fewer determinations of (a),, &, Pi) which yields (CYJ, f”, P,) and 
a sequence of m or fewer determinations of (IX&, &) which yields (~9, r3, &)* 
Thus the lemma is demonstrated. 0 
Given a birooted inverse word graph (a, & /3) over X U X - * , a V-equivalence, q, 
on r, is called a detzrminizing V-equivalence if ((all), T/q, (prl)) is a deterministic 
birooted inverse word graph. The intersection of all determinizing V-equivalences 
on (CI, K /?) is called the least determinizing V-equivalence of ia, 6 p). For A = 
(a,c p), if q is the least determinizing V-equivalence of A, then we call A/q the 
determinized form of A. 
Lemma 4.3. The determinized form of a birooted inverse word graph is a well 
defined deterministic birooted inverse word graph. 
Proof. Clearly, since the set of equivalence r lations on a given set is a complete 
lattice, the determinized form of a given birooted inverse word graph is a well- 
defined birooted inverse word graph. It is only necessary to show that the deter- 
minized form of a given birooted inverse word graph is deterministic. 
Let A = (a, c p) be a birooted inverse word graph and let A/q = ((aq), c (pq)) be 
its determinized form. Now suppose that ((rq), y, (6, q)) and ((yq), y, (S&) are 
edges in T/q, where y E X U X -I. Let Q be any determinizing V-qu.otient of A, and 
note that r;l c ql, by definition of q. Furthermore, note that (islrll) = (S,Q), since 
A/Q is deterministic. Now, since ql is arbitrary, we see that (6,,&) E q, since 61 
and 62 must be related by any determinizing V-quotient of’ A. El 
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It will be useful to characterize the nature of the least determinizing V-quotient 
of a birooted inverse word graph. We note that the following results are valid for 
infinite birooted inverse word graphs and depend only on strong connectedness: 
Theorem 4.4. Let A = (a, & 8) be a rooted inverse word graph, and let n be the least 
determinizing V-quotient of A. For yl, y2 E V(T), (~1 q) = (~2~7) if and only if there 
is a yl - y2 walk, p, in r, such that ???(p) is free& reducible, in the free group 
sense, to 1 (i.e. W(p) is an idempotent in FIM(X)). 
Proof. Let q be the least determiniring V-quotient on A = (CI, c /?), and let ql be 
the V-quotient on A defined by yiql y2 if and only if there exists a path from yI to 
y2 which is labeled by word which is freely reducible, in the free group sense, to 1. 
It is easily established that ql E q, by applying the definition of determination 
and employing a straightforward induction on the length of the word involved. 
To complete the proof, we need only establish that r/q, is deterministic. Sup- 
pose that Wtll),~~ (~1 ~1)) and ((srtd,~,(~2tll)I E W), then in r there exist (4,~~ 92h 
such that Ql = d2q1 = &, . Now by definition of ql there exist pl : yl + PI, p2 : 6, + 
4, p3 : 92 --) y2, such that each of W(p& W(p2) and W(p3) are freely reducible, in 
the free group sense, to 1. It then follows that W(q), where q is the yl - y2 walk, 
q =pl(j$,yW1, S )p#2,y, f2)p3, is freely reducible, in the free group sense, to 1, 
and thus (y& =(y2qi). Hence A/II1 is deterministic. El 
Corollary 4.5. Let A = ((r, c /Y) be a birooted inverse word graph, and let n be the 
least determinizing V-quotient of A. If nl c n and w labels a ( ylnl) - (~2~1) walk in 
A/n,, then there exists W’ E (X U X-l)* which labels a y - a walk in r such that 
(w&$w’e)* 
Proof. Let w label the path 
P=~~Yrl,~,Yl~~Ylt7l~~~~Yl~l~~Y2r~Y2tll~~”’~~Yn-lYIl~~Yn~C~~1~~ 
in r/qi. Now, by definition of the V-quotient, there exist y’, ~1, 1, ~1.2, y2,1, ~2,2, . . . y 
yn_l,l,yn_l,2,and6’suchthat y’~ly,yi,j~ly~fori=l,2,...,n-l,j=I,2,and6’r7i& 
and such that (Y’,Y~, yi,i), (yi,z,_Yi+i, ~ +l,l), i=lJ, . . ..n--2. and (Y~-I,~,Y~‘) are 
911 edges in E Moreover, by the above theorem, there exist paths PO: Y + Y’, 
P&Yn-1,2-m Pn+&’ +6 andpi:yi,l+yi,2 for i=l,2 ,..., n-l, in r, such that 
W(pj) is freely reducible, in the free group sense, to 1 for j = 0, 1, l . . , n + 1. This is 
clear since ql G q. We then see that there is a path, 
q = PO(Y’,Yl, Yl,l)Pl(Y1,2,Y2, Y2,l)P2’~~Pn-2(Yn-2,29Y~-l~Yn-l,l)Pn-lPnPn+l~ 
from y to 6 in E It is a standard inverse semigroup argument to demonstrate hat 
(w’&z(wQ), where w’= W(q). Cl 
The interrelationship of determinations and P-expansions 
lemma ‘9 which we call the local confluence lemma. 
i  shown in the next 
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Lemma 4.6. If (al, I’,, /I,) is obtained from (GYM, I& PO) by either a determination r
an elementary P-expansion, and (a2, &, p2) is likewise obtained from (Q, l& PO) by 
a determination or an elementary P-expansion, then there exists ((x3, &, &) which 
can be obtained from both (oI, r,, PI) and (az, &, &) by sequences of determina- 
tions and elementary P-expansions. Moreover, at most one elementary P-expansion 
is required in each sequence which derives (a~, r’, P,). 
Proof. The proof is by examination of the various possible cases: 
(a) (a,, rr, &) and (c+, r,, pZ) are both obtained by determinations of (Q, &,, DO). 
(b) (or, rr, /3t) and (a)&, P,) are both obtained by elementary P-expansions of 
(6 r,, PO). 
(c) @Jr, &) is obtained from (cwo,ro, Do) by an elementary P-expansion of 
(cyo, ro, PO) and (Us, r,, &) is obtained by a determination of (clg, ro, PO). (The sym- 
metric case is obviously equivalent.) 
We prove the cases independently. 
(a) This case is clear from Lemma 4.2. 
(b) Suppose (ar, rr, PI) is obtained by sewing on the y1 - y2 walk p1 labeled by 
x1 x2 . ..x. and (cyz, r2, p2) is obtained by sewing on the y3 - y4 walk labeled by 
y1 y2 l =. ym, then there are several subcases to consider: 
(1) x1 x2 l == x, does not label a y1 - y2 walk in r2, and yl y2 l m* ynt does not label 
a y3-y4 walk in r,. 
(2) x1 x2 l .* x, does not label a y1 - y2 walk in r2, but y1 y2 l .a ym does label a 
y3 - y4 walk in rl . (The symmetric ase is clearly equivalent.) 
(3) x1 x2 . ..x., labels a y1 - y2 walk in r2 and y1 y2 l *= ym labels a y3 - y4 walk in 
r,* 
We will prove each of these subcases independently. 
(1) In this case, the results of sewing the y1 - y2 walk labeled by x1 x2 0.. x, onto 
r2 and the result of sewing the y3 - y4 walk labele-. ?y y1 y2 l *a y .** ynl onto rl 
clearly lead to the same birooted inverse word graph, ((r3J”&). 
(2) Sew the y1 - y2 walk labeled by xl x2 . ..x. onto r,. Call this path p. This 
yields a new birooted inverse word graph (a;, ri, &), which is the same birooted 
inverse word graph that would be obtained if we sewed the y3 - ~4 walk labeled 
by y1 y2 l _ ym onto rl . However, in rl we have a y3 - y4 walk labeled by ~1~2 -0. ym. 
Call this path p’. In r2 we have the path p that we sewed on and p’. BY a 
sequence of determinations, we can identify the path p with p’* The resulting 
birooted inverse word graph, (a3, r3, p3), is equal to (al, rl, PI)= Thus the lemma 
is true in this case. 
(3) Let (a;, r’., P;) be (ao, r,, PO) with both the y1 - y2 walk labeled by ~1x2 9. *G 
and the y3 - y4 walk labeled by yr y2 ggg ym sewn on. Note that each of (crJ~,~l) 
and (a2, r,, p2) can be obtained from (&, r;, pi) by sequences of determinations. 
Thus by Lemma 4.2 there are sequences of determinations of both (al, &, PI) 
and (a2,r2, p2) which yield the same birooted inverse word graph (%&, &), 
and the lemma is true in this case. 
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(c) Suppose that (cy,, r,, 8,) is obtained from @x0, rO, Ipo) by sewing on the I+- ~2 
walk labeled by x1 ~2 ...x. and ((TV, r2, p2) is obtained from (crO,TO, &) by the quo- 
tient generated by { (y3, y4)}. There are two subcases to consider: 
(1) If (02, r2, p2) does not have a y1 - y2 walk labeled by x1 x2 l .=x,, then we 
sew this path onto (arZ,r2, p2) and take the quotient of (cr&, /?i) induced by 
{ (v3, y4)}. The resulting birooted inverse word graphs are the same. 
(2) If (cT~, r, b2) does have a y1 - y2 walk labeled by x1 x2 ... x,, then call this 
path p’. NOW note that if we let (ar;,r,‘, /3;) be the V-quotient of (cyr,rr, &) in- 
duced by {(y3, y3)}, then (cr;, riB &) has two y1 - y2 walks labeled by x1 x2 l .*x,: 
The one we originally sewed on and the one corresponding to p’. Identify these 
two paths by a sequence of determinations. The resulting birooted inverse word 
graph is (02, r&82). 
So the lemma is true for this case. 
Thus we see that the lemma is true. q 
Our interest will be in deterministic %verse word graphs. This is a natural type 
of digraph to consider in conjunction with inverse monoids, since the labeling of 
the edges corresponds, ina natural way, to partial one-to-one functions on the ver- 
tices of the digraph; and this study of partial one-to-one functions is one of the 
foundations of the theory of inverse semigroups ( ee [IS]). With this in mind we 
define a 
P-expansion. For a birooted inverse word graph (a?c fi): if (a& /?i) is obtained 
from (CT, c #?) by an elementary P-expansion, and (cr2,r2, p2) is the determinized 
form of (ai, r,, pi), then we say that (02,r2, B2) is obtained from (ar,c fl) by a 
P-expansion. We denote this by (a, & 8) =$ (aZ,r2, /J2). If (cr,,,T,, &) is obtained 
from (CI, C J?) by a sequence of P-expansions then we denote this by ((w, c p) =* 
(% L p,)* 
It will be convenient to consider ageneralization of the concept of a P-expansion. 
Full P-expansion. A fidl P-expansion of a birooted inverse word graph (a, C /?) is 
obtained in the following way: 
(a) Form the graph (al&, PI), which is obtained from (a,c p) by performing 
all possible lementary P-expansions of (a, r, /J), relative to (a, C /3). We emphasize 
that an elementary P-expansion may introduce apath labeled by one side of a rela- 
tion in S, but we do not perform an elementary P-expansion that could not be done 
to (a, 4 /J?) when we do a full P-expansion. 
(b) Find the determinized form, (cw2,r2, pZ), of (a&, pi). 
The birooted inverse word graph (a2,r2, p2) is called the full P-expansion of 
(cc, C p). We denote this relationship by (a, c p) qf ((Ye, r2, P,). Analogously, if 
(a,, f’, P,) is obtained from (o,r, p) by a sequence of full P-expansions, then we 
denote this relationship by (a, c p) =) f* (cr,, &,, &). 
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We note that if S is finite, then the full P-expansion of a finite birooted inverse 
word graph is finite; however, this need not be the case if S is infinite, although it 
is true that the result will be strongly connected. 
The following generalization of Lemma 4.6 should also be clear from Lemma 4.3. 
We shall refer to this lemma as the local confluence lemma also. 
Lemma 4.7. Let (cw, c p) be a finite birooted inverse word graph. 
If (a,K 8) =$ *(aI, rl, P& and (Q, K B) * * (~2, C.2, &I, then there xisfs b3, &, P3) 
such that (alJ,,Pl) =*(cT3J3,P3) and (crzJ&P,) **(~3J3rP3). 
When all sequences of P-expansions of a finite birooted inverse word graph ter- 
minate finitely, we are assured of a unique result. That is, any two sequences of 
P-expansions of a finite birooted inverse word graph which terminate in closed 
graphs yield the same birooted inverse word graph. This follows from the local con- 
fluence lemma and a result of Newman [ 131, and is analogous to the Church-Rosser 
property in rewrite systems. The author has also demonstrated this unicity in a 
generalized context by categorical methods (see [18]). In this paper we will use the 
local confluence lemma and Lemma 2.3 to prove uniqueness in the next section, for 
the cases we are interested in. 
We note that V-isomorphism is an equivalence relation on birooted inverse word 
graphs over X UX -*. We will tacitly assume that a birooted inverse word graph 
under consideration is a member of a transversal of the equivalence classes. 
5. Approximate graphs and graph productions 
In this section we utilize the constructions introduced in the last section to de- 
velop a method of investigating the word problem of inverse monoids, via ‘approxi- 
mates’ of the Schtitzenberger graphs. We begin by investigating the algebraic 
significance of the linear graph of a word, and of the constructions. For the re- 
mainder of this section P= (X, S) will be a fixed presentation of an inverse monoid 
M= Inv(X 1 S) = (X U X-l)*/t. 
For u E (XUX-‘)*, an approximate graph of (uu-‘r, ST(n), UT) is a birooted 
inverse word graph A = (cr, c j?) with the properties u E L[A] and L[A] G [ml ] T-‘, 
i.e., UE L[A] and wr~ur for all w EL[A]. 
We can multiply two birooted inverse word graphs in the following way. If 
(al, rr, &) and ((Ye, r2, p2) are birooted inverse word graphs over XU X-l, then 
(al, r,, PI) x (a2, r2, p2) is the birooted inverse word graph (aO, &, PO), where I/(&) = 
(V(r,) U V(r,))/q, E(&,) = @(Z-i) U E(T,))/q, Q = al q and & =p2~, where rl is the 
V-equivalence generated by { (&, a2)}. 
We will use language-theoretic arguments to prove most of the results in this sec- 
tion. For this reason we review some of the standard language-theoretic notation 
For T, an alphabet (non-empty set) T* is the set of all words formed by elements 
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of T (T* contains the empty word, which we will denote by 1). A language of T* 
is a subset of T*. If Lt and L2 are languages of T*, then the following notation 
will be used without comment: L1*L2={w~T*) w=uv, UEL~, veL2}, L,+L,= 
L, U L2, and Lt denotes the language consisting of all words which can be formed 
as the concatenation of a finite number of words in Lr . 
The following two lemmas will be useful: 
Lemma 5.1. Let A = (a, c 8) be an approximate graph of (uu-’ t, ST(ur), ut). If 
a’, B’E V(r), and wl labels an a’- a walk and w2 labels a /? - waik, then (a’, K 8’) 
is an approximate graph of ((WI uw2)( w1 uw2)-’ T, ST( w1 u w2 
Proof. Let o E L [(a’, c /?‘)I, then, since r is an inverse w raph, wi’uw?’ E 
L[(a,r,/3)]. Now note that (wi’owF’)rZur since A is an roximate graph of 
(uu-*t,W(u~),u’t). Thus (~~w~~u~~*~~)~L(w~uw~)T, so (( 0w~‘w2u-‘)u)rr 
(wluw&. So ur~(w~uw~)r. Now since wluw2 labels an a’ walk, we see that 
(a’jcp’) is an approximate graph of ((w,uw2)(wIuw2)-*t, WrUW2T), wruw~?). 
0 
Lemma 5.2. If (aI, r,, &) is an approximate graph of (uu-’ r, SQur), ut) and 
(a2, r2, &) is an approximate graph of (vu-’ r, Sr(vr), VT), then (aI, &, /II) x 
(a2, r2, p2) is an approximate graph of (uvv-’ u-l r, SQuvr), UVT). 
Proof. L[(al,rl,~l)x(a2,rZ,)62)1 =U(aJdMl l (LKBdiJ&)I +U(cczJi,a2)1)*- 
LK~2JiJ2K For v~L[(crl,~,&)x(a2,ri,~2)1, v=w~v~~ -here vl ~U@l,J;,~l)I, 
a0 E (L K#h, rl, BIN + L I&, &, cdl)*, and ~2 EU(a2, G, pZ)l. Note that ul ~2 UC 
Now note that vorz (u-*uvv-~)~. This follows, since, if tl e L[(Ip,,& &)I then 
tltzu-‘ur and if t2EL[(a2,r2,a2)], then t2rzvv-% by Lemma 5.1. Then for a 
product t of elements of L[(IpJ~J1)] and L[(a2J2,a2)], trr(u-luvv-l)r, since 
the natural partial order is compatible with multiplication and each of u-‘u and vu-’ 
is an idempotent. Thus we have vl vOv2t~ u(u-’ UVV-~) vt= uvr. Moreover, uv E 
L[(al,rl,~~)x(a2,r2,~2)l, so (tllr~,~l)~(~2,r2,)82) is an w roximate graph of 
(UVV-1~-1~, sr(uvr), UV’~). 0 
The importance of linear graphs is established in the following lemma: 
Lemma 5.3. I’f A = (a,& fi) is the linear graph of w E (X UX-‘)*, then A is an 
approximate graph of (ww-1 2, Sr(wr), wr). 
Proof. Note that it suffices to show that L[A] c [(we) T]Q-‘, where Q is the Wagner 
congruence. We will prove this by induction on 1 WI. The result is obvious for 1 w I= 
0. If Iwl =l, then w=y, where yeXUX_‘, and the linear graph of w is (a, 4 p), 
where V(r) = {a, /3} and E(T) = {(a, y, j?), (p, y-l, a)}. It is clear that L [(a, c /3)] = 
{yy-I}*= {y}, and since (yy-‘)‘y~y for all nz0, we have L[(a,cj3)] c [(xe)t]e-‘. 
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Now suppose the result is true for all W’E (XUX-I)* such that Iw’I <A!, where 
N>l, and let wc(XUX-‘)*, where lwl=N. Now w=uy where lul=N-1 and 
y EXUX-I. Let (Q, fO, PO) be the linear graph of u and let (cyi, r,, j3r) be the linear 
graph of y. By hypothesis, (cr&“, DO) is an approximate graph of (uu-’ r9 SJI(UT), UT) 
and ((xi, ri, PI) is an approximate graph of (yy-’ r, ST( yr), yr). Note that the linear 
graph of w is (Q, rO, j3e) x (cq, rl, &), so by Theorem 5.2 the linear graph of u* is 
an approximate graph of (ww-* r, SQwr), wt). The induction holds, so we have 
shown that for any w E (X U X-l)* the linear graph of w is an approximate graph 
of (ww-‘r,ST(wr), wr). 0 
We previously mentioned the connection between deterministic birooted inverse 
word graphs and inverse monoids. The language theoretic aspects of this connection 
are demonstrated in the following interesting and important lemma: 
Lemma 5.4. If A = (a, K p) is a deterministic birooted inverse word graph and 
u&[A], then [(u~)T]Q-‘cL[A]. 
Proof. Let Ca( V(T)) be the symmetric inverse semigroup on V(r). There is a natural 
way to define a homomorphism from (XUX-‘)* to Ca(V(T)). We define the map 
@ : (XUX-‘)* + @(V(r)) by w@ = w,,, where v/,,, : r’(r) + V(T) is defined by 
(Y&V,,,= yw. Now notice that each ww is a partial one-to-one map on V(T), since r 
is deterministic, and that ~~-1 is an inverse of t,~,,, since r is an inverse word graph. 
Moreover, since the maps are defined by right multiplication it is easy to see that 
@ is a homomorphism. Let u E [(ue) t I@-‘. Note that by the universal property of 
[XUX-‘)*/Q, u@w@, so that (uu-*)o@=u@, i.e., vNU-lU=v,,. In particular, 
aW,,-l, = awU = p. Now since awuu -1 = a, it is clear that ay/,, =p, that is, v E L[A]. 
Since v was arbitrary we see that [(u&f]@’ c LEA]. III 
The behavior of the constructions defined in the last section is explored in the fol- 
lowing sequence of results. It is the well behaved nature of the constructions which 
makes them useful for investigating the word problem. 
Theorem 5.5. Let (a, c p) be an approximate graph of (MU-’ r, W(UT), UT). If 
(aI, rl, &) is a determination of (a, c p), then (al, r,, PI) is an approximate graph 
of (l&r, W(W), UT). 
Proof. Suppose that (6, y, )+) and (6, y, yz) are edges in (a, C p), where y E X U X1, 
and that (al, r,, PI) = (a, ,& /J)/q, where q is the equivalence relation on v/(r) gener- 
ated by {(yi, yz)}. Let u. label an a - 6 walk, u1 a y1 - B walk and ~2 a ~2 -p 
walk. Let 
& = U(a,K ydl +U(G y2)1, 
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Now note that L[(~J’rJt)] =Lt l Lf* LJ. If w~;[(cT&,&)], then u=u'u~u~, 
where D&,, o&f and 03eL3. Note that by Lemma 5.1, ~,rr(uu-‘+y)r and 
v3 TZ (y-l z& u) T. Now examine v2; note that v2 is a product of elements of the 
types r1 UhC Y2)lr rzU(y2X v1)1, wUhK ~1% and r4U(~2,Tr y2)1. 
From Lemma 4.1, we know that rir~(y-lu~luu-luOy)r for i=l,2,3,4, so that 
the product ~~r~(y-~u~~uu-~ uOy)f, since the natural partial order is compatible 
with multiplication and (y-l uii w-l uO y)t is an idempotent . Now 




Now since v was arbitrary and u E L[(q,rt, fit)], we see that (cuJt, 8,) is an ap- 
proximate graph of (uu-1 r, ST@?), ur). Cl 
Lemma 5.6. Let (a, P1/3) be un approximate graph of (UC’ t, ST(w), UT). If 
(alJiJ1) is obtained from (a,IJ) by an elementary P-expansion, then (alJ~J~) 
is an approximate graph of (uu-’ r, ST@?), UT). 
Proof. Suppose that r = s is a relation in S, and r labels a yl - y2 walk in r, but s 
does not; and that (al,&, Ip,) is obtained from (a,& j?) by ‘sewing’ on the linear 
graph, (as, r’, &), of s. In view of Lemma 5.1 we will assume that /9= yl . 
In order to simplify the proof of this lemma, we establish the following result: 
if (ar,rr, &) and (a&, /3,) are the linear gra-\hs of r and s, respectively, then the 
birooted inverse word graph (aO, I”, &) = (ar, r,, &) U (a,, &, P,)/q, where q is 
the V-equivalence generated by {(a,, a2), (&a,)}, is an approximate graph of 
(rr-‘r, W(n), n). To see this we note that 
L [((~g, G, BON = {(t Kcc,, 4, a,)1 + L [(cc,, r , @I)* 
l (L [(a,, C, /Ml + L Kcr,, 4, IM) 
.(L[(~~YT,,8,)1+L[(~~,T,,~~)1)*+(1))* 
l (L [Car, 4, P,)l + L Ncr,, C, &)I). 
Now note that, by Lemma 5.3, 
U(cr,,LPr)l c ht It-* and L [(as, I.‘.‘, B,)] c [ST 7 ] t-l. 
Moreover by Lemma 5.1 we see that 
U(cr,,&,cr,)l c [r+dlr-l, L[(as, &, a,)] c_ [ss-% t 17-l, 
u(8,,r,,m c P-W I+, uws,c,m E b-W IT-1. 
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Now since rrs and both rr -’ ‘c and r-k are idempotents it is easy t #Y see that 
and 
~[(~~J~,&j)l C_ ([rr-ltflt-*.(~t]~-l~ [r-W]fP’+{I})~ [rrT]t-” 
= [(rr-’ . r. r-‘y. r-l + {I})* rd]t-’ 
= [(rr-‘rr-‘rr-‘r+ r)Tf ] f-* 
= [rtt]t-‘. 
Thus we see that (-2’ bku, &-,, PO) is an approximate graph of (rr -’ z-$ ST(n), r~) and by 
Lemma 5.1, (CQ, ro, cro) is an approximate graph of (rr - 1 T, Sr(rT), rr -I T). 
Now by Lemma 5.2 we see that (G, 4 p) x (cyO, fO, j&-J is an approximate graph of 
(~rr-lW-kt,ST(wrr-‘T),~rr-‘T). But by hypothesis wrr%w, so (c~~,~~,P,) is an 
approximate graph of (ww%, W(wr), WT). Moreover, it is possible to identify the 
new path, from (cwOJYO, PO), labeled by r with the path originally in (GI,~, p) which 
is labeled by r, by a sequence of determinations. This yields ((x1, rr, pi), which can 
also be obtained from (a, c j3) by the elementary P-expansion under consideration. 
Moreover, by repeated application of Lemma 5 S, we see that (al, &, PI) is an 
approximate graph of (ww-‘r, W(wr), WT). 0 
The following result can be shown by straightforward inductions on the number 
of elementary P-expansions and determinations involved: 
Theorem 5.7. Let (CY, c p) be an approximate graph of (uil r, W(u), UT). If 
(cw,~ p) * * (cY’, rl, p’), then (a’, r”, p’) is an approximate graph of (uu-’ T, ST(ur), UT). 
Theorem 5.0. Let (a, c /3) be an approximate graph of (uu-’ r, W(ut), UT). If 
(a,lr; 8) =$ f* (a’, rl, p’), then (cl’, rl, p’) is an approximate graph of (UC’ z, ST(w), UT). 
Proof. It suffices to show the result for (a,c /I) jf (a’,T; p’), since the general 
result will then follow by a straightforward induction on the number of full 
P-expansions involved. 
Suppose that (Q,, c &) is obtained from (a, c /?) by the first step of the full P-ex- 
pansion, and that (a’,T’, p’) is the determinized form of (cxlJI, &). Now for any 
w E L[(aJ,, &)I, note that w can only use edges from a finite number of the paths 
which were sewn on. It follows, from repeated applications of Lemma 5.6, that 
wr> ur; and, hence that (q, rl, j3,) is an approximate grapil df (~2.4~‘7, ST(ur), UT). 
Now by Corollary 4.5, if w~L[(&r’$)] then there exists wkL[(aJ~,&)], such 
that we I w’e, and since (al, &, &) is an approximate graph of (uu-’ T, ST(r), UT), 
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we have w’rr HIT, and Gnce Q E I it follows that WTZ UT. Now since L[(cr, c /J)] c 
L[(a’, r’, /I’)], and hence u E L [(cr; r; B’)], we have that (Y, F”c 8’) is an approximat 2 
graph of (uw -* r, Sr(ur), 14~). Cl 
It will be of use to us to norice that if vr~~r then there is a sequence of P-expan- 
sions of the linear graph of u which yields a birooted inverse word gr:&ph, (rt, c Ip), 
with v E ~[(cT, c #?)I” This observation, in conjunction with the local confluence 
lemma, will yield the most important heorem of this method of approaching the 
word problem. 
Theorem 5.9. Let u, v E (XU X-t)* and let A = (a, c 8) be an approximate graph 
of (uu-’ r, ST(n), UT). If vr2 UT’, t&w there exists a sequence oJ” P-expansions 
(aJJ)**(a\F,J’) such that v~L[(a’,r’J’)]. 
Proof. We will assume, without loss of generality, that (a, K j?) is deterministic. 
Moreover, without loss of generality, we will assume that UTV since UU-*V~= UT 
and uu-kL[(a‘J;B’)] if and only if v~L[(a’,r’J’)]. 
Note that every elementary T transition is either an elementary Qtransition or an 
elementary S transition. The general result is easily obtained from the following 
observations via a straightforward induction on the number of Q U S transitions 
needed to transform u to v. 
If veu, then v E L[(o. c b)] by Lemma 5.4. 
If vSu, then there is (r,s) (or (.~,r)) in S such that v =ulru2 and u=ulsu2. Now 
r+u2 labels an a! -#I walk in (a, c B), where the subpath labeled by s is a y1 - y2 
walk. If r labels a y1 - y2 walk then u E t[(cr, c $)I, in this case let (a’,T’, 8’) = 
(cz,~ 8). Otherwise sew on the yi - y2 walk labeled by r tc get (cQ,&, /3t) and let 
(a’, r’, 8’) be its determinized form. Now note ihat in each case v E (c~C,r’, /I’). Cl 
We now establish one of our main results. If (a,, K,_.,, &,) is the linear graph of 
w, and if (CT.. ,P,,&) =$* (u, r, Ip), where (cr, c /3) is closed, then we show that 
(a:i;p) is the Schtitzenberger graph of wr. This theorem is fundsmental in our 
approach to the word problem. In the next section we will show that several inter- 
esting classes of presentations have solvable word problem by using this theorem 
and Lemma 2.3. 
heorem 5.10. Let w E (XU X-l)* and let (a, K fl) be an approximate graph of 
( WW-’ t, W(wr), XT). If (a9 C fl) =$ * (a’; r; j#‘) where (a; rl, fi’) is closed, then 
(a’, rl, fl’) is [V-isomorphic to] the ,Schiitzenberger g aph, (ww-’ r, ST(w), w). 
Proof. Note that L[(a;r;p’)] c [(w~)f]fl, since (a’, r; p’) is an approximate 
graph of (ww%,ST(wr), wr). Now if w1 E [(wt)t]r-l, then, by Theorem 5.9, there 
exists a P-expansion sequence of (a’,r’, 8’) which yields a birooted word graph 
with w1 in its language; however (a’, r’, p’) is closed, so w1 E L[(a’, r’, p’)lC Thus 
[(wt)t]r-’ 5 L[(cY’,~‘;/?‘)], and so L[(&J’,/Y)l =LI!uac-‘t,S~(ut),rrt)]. Now recall 
tha: by Lemma 2.3, (a’,T’, 8’) and (tru-‘r,Sf(lr~), tit) are minimal 2 stomata, and 
since they recognize the saxe language (UC’ r, W(W), UP) = (a: I-‘, p’). Cl 
Note that, in general, an arbitrary sequence ofP-expansions ofa birooted inverse 
word graph will not finitely term;nate ina closed birooted inverse wor 
ever, the constructions may be employed to reveal certain aspects o
of an inverse monoid. We shall see later that the langua e of the Schutzenberger 
graph is equal to the union of the languages of all the full P-expansions of the linear 
graph of a word. 
For UE(X W X-l)*, with linear graph (c~,fJ?), we define A&P=(cQJ&&) to 
be the determinized form of @J/3) and inductively define Ai+ !(u) as the full 
P-expansion of A,(U). We also define L&U) as the set of all w E (X UX-‘)* such 
that there is a sequence of elementary @ U S transitions relating u and w involving 
k or fewer elementary S transitions. The relationship between Lk(u) and A&) is 
the following, the proof of which is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.9. 
Theorem 5.11. L&) E L[Ak(u)]. 
For the alphabet X, let OL(X) be the set of all languages of (XU X-l)* which 
are accepted b: airooted inverse word graphs. The set OL(X) is ;;artially ordered 
by language inclusion. For a set of languages of OL(X), we define the join of the 
set as the least language OL(X) which contains the union of all the languages inthe 
set, if it exists. While we will not establish that OL(X) is a complete lattice, we 
demonstrate &hat he join of certain chains exists. 
Theorem 5.12. Let P = (X, S) be a presentation of an inverse monoid M = 
Iw(XI S)=(XUX-‘)*/r, and let utz(XUX-I)*. 
If A = (MU-’ r, ST(ur), UT), and A&) is the kth full exoansion of the linear graph 
of u, then 
Proof. It is clear from Theorem 5.8 that the union of the LEAi(u i= I,& . . . , is 
contained in L[A]. Now if w E L[A], then w E Lk for some k, and hence w E 
L[A,(u)] by Theorem 5.11. It then follows that the languages are equal. 0 
The author has shown that the class of all birooted inverse word graphs over 
XU X-l is a cocomplete category (with morphisms as defined above) and that 
(uu%, ST@@, WY) is the direct limit of the directed system of all F-expansions of 
the linear graph of u (see [l9]). 
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6. Decidability 
We now apply the techniques developed to solve some problems. First of all we 
prove that the wclcl. problem for FIM(X) is solvable, by demonstrating the solution 
of Munn (see [IS]). 
Theorem 6.1 (Munn [13]). P=(X;O) is a decidable presentation, that is, for 
FIM(X) = Inv(X 1 O), (dt, SQur), UT) is decidabr’e for all u E (X U X-r)*. In 
particular, (uu-’ T, So, UT) is the detetminized form of the linear graph of u. 
Proof. Let u E (XU X-l)*, and let (cl, c j3) and (crag, & jY$) be the linear graph of 
u and its determinized form, respectively. Mote that (QJ”, j&J is closed, SO by 
Theorem 5.10, (a,,, r,, &) = (uu-i r, ST(ar), ut). 0 
Example 4. 
FIM(X) = Inv(x,y 10). 
For w=xy.&y-‘xy, the linear graph of w is 
and its determinized form is 
t 
The Schiitzenberger graphs in FIM(X) are all trees and their birooted forms are cal- 
led Munn trees. It is easy to see, from Theorem 3.8, that the free inverse monoids 
are E-unitary. 
The following result is interesting and has some rather surprising consequences, 
which will be discussed following its presentation: 
Theorem 6.2. Let M= Inv(X 1 WY= w?+~~, &I), where 111 is finite. If O<kirni 
for all i E I, then M has decidable word problem. In particular, (uu-’ r, ST(ur), ut) 
is finite and effectively constructable for all u E (X U X-l)*. 
roof. Let P = (X, w,Fi = w,Fi + ki, i E I). We shall prove, by induction on the number 
of vertices, that any P-expansion of a finite birooted inverse word graph terminates 
finitely in a closed birooted inverse word graph. 
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Let (cu, K p) be a finite birooted inverse word graph over X U X-l, If 1 V(Q[ = 1, 
then given any word w E (X U X-l)* which labels an a! - p walk, clearly WI labels an 
CT -p walk for all I since (CI, C p) has only one vertex. Thus (a, & p) must be closed 
with respect o P. Now suppose that our result holds for all (cr’,T’, /3’) such that 
1 V(F)1 c N and (CX, C 8) is such that 1 V(r)1 = N. If (a: c 8) is closed with respect 
to P we are done. Otherwise, there are two cases to consider: 
(a) There is an in I, such that WY labels a y1 - y2 walk for some yI, y2 E V(T) but 
w,yi + ki does not label a y1 - y2 walk; or 
(b) There is an in I such that wFfki labels a yr - y2 walk for some yl, y2 E V(T) 
but WY does not label a y1 - y2 walk. 
We shall prove case (a), case (b) is similar. 
As a notational convenience, let w = wi, n = ni and k = kj. In (a, c j?) we have a 
y1 - y2 walk labeled by w” but no y1 - y2 walk labeled by w’+~. In the first step of 
the P-expansion, we sew on the linear graph of w”+ k, let (al, rl, &) be the rooted 
inverse word graph we obtain. Note that 1 V(T,)l = N+ (k + n) I WI - 1. Now by suc- 
cessively determinizing ((x1, rl, &) we can identify the linear graph of the prefix w” 
of wn+k with the path labeled by w” which occurred in the original birooted inverse 
word graph (cY,~ 8). This yields a new birooted inverse word graph (cr2J2, p2), 
where 1 V(r2)) = N+ k I WI - 1. Note that at this point (cum, r2, &) is the same as the 
birooted inverse word graph we would have obtained by sewing on a y2 loop 
labeled by wk. Now let p be the y3 - y2 walk labeled by the suffix wk of the yl - y2 
walk w”. By a sequence of determinations we can collapse the loop at y2 labeled by 
wk onto the path p. Note that this identifies the vertices y2 and ~3, which are 
distinct since w” + k did not label a y1 - y2 walk in E We now have a birooted 
inverse word graph (cy3, r3, p3), where I V&)1 = I V(r2)I - k I WI or I V(&) I = 
N+kIwl-l-klwl =N-1, and so (a&,&), the determination (a3,&/33), has 
fewer than N vertices. Thus, by the induction hypothesis, every sequence of P-ex- 
pansions of (a4, r’, &) terminates finitely in a closed birooted inverse word graph. 
Now since the expansion of (a, c p) was arbitrary, we see that every sequence of
P-expansions of (a, c /3) terminates finitely in a closed birooted inverse word graph, 
and by Theorem 5.10, this graph is (UK’ z, ST(ur), UT). The hypothesis shown in 
this case. So we see that the theorem is proved in this case. 0 
The following corollary is an obvious consequence of the above theorem. 
Corollary 6.3. M= Inv(X 1 wi= w;, i E I), rkere II I is finite, has decidable word 
problem. In particular, the Schiitzenberger graphs are finite and effectively con- 
structable. 
Remark. We note that there is a radical difference between 
and 
M = Inv(X 1 Wi = Wf) 
N= Inv(X 1 Wi=l)a 
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In general, the Schtitzenberger graphs of N are not finite, but the Schutzenberger 
graphs of M are always finite. 
Let G = Gp(X 1 S) be a presentation of a group, and let M= Inv(X 1 S). We 
say that M is an inverse cover of G. Note that if G = (X U X-‘)*/v and M= 
(XUX-‘)*/r, then TE v and moreover G is the maximal group-homomorphic 
image of M. The following surprising result is also a consequence of Theorem 6.2: 
Corollary 6.4. If G = Gp(X 1 wi = 1, i E I), where 111 is f?nite, then M = 
Inv(X 1 wi = w,?) is an inverse cover of G with decidable word problem. 
We emphasize that the group G may have undecidable word problem, but M has 
decidable word problem. Of course, the inverse monoid M is not, in general, E-uni- 
tary. The undecidability in G is reflected by the lack of an effective method of 
bounding how far down in the natural partial order we must go to determine if there 
is a ~E(XUX-l)* such that orswr and VTIU~ for ~,wE(XUX-I)*, where 
M=(XUX-‘)*/r. 
If P= (X, S) is a presentation such that S c (X* x X*), then we call P a positive 
presentation. Our strongest decidability results concern positive presentations. 
Our decidability results for M = Inv(X 1 S) are proved using properties of G = 
Gp(X 1 S), the maximal group-homomorphic image of M (see Lemma 1.1). In par- 
ticular, if G = (XU X-*)*/a, then we require that I(wa nX*l be finite for all 
w E (X U X-l)*. We will comment on this theorem and some of its corollaries later. 
Theorem 6.5. Let P = (X, S) be a positive presentation, and let M= Inv<X I S) = 
(XUX-‘)*/r and G=Gp(X 1 S)=(XUX-‘)*/o. If I(wa nX*l is finite 
for ali w E (X U X-l)*, then M has decidable word problem. In particular, the 
Schiitzenberger graphs are finite and effectively constructable. 
Proof. For a finite birooted inverse word graph (Q,C j3) we choose two subsets 
of V(r): S+(T) = {v E V(r) 1 all edges leaving v are labeled from X} and S- = 
{v E V(r) I all edges leaving v are labeled from X-‘}. The elements of S’ are called 
sources and the elements of S- are called sinks. A path p is said to be positive if 
Wax*. For (so,sl)~SfxS-, we define the section of (sO,sl) as C(sO, ~1) = 
( W(p) I p is a positive so - sl walk}. For u E (X U X-l)*, the following results will 
be useful: 
(1) No P-expansion of an approximate graph of (z&r, ST(ut), ut) introduces a
positive loop to the graph. This is clear, since if w E (XU X-l)* labels a positive 
loop in an approximate graph of (UC’ r, ST(urj, UT), then wo = w% for all k, but 
since (lo)s-’ (1 X* is finite, ti = 1. 
(2) NC elementary P-expansion of an approximate graph of (UC’r, ST&z), UT) 
introduces a source or a sink. This is also obvious. If r = s is a relation, then if the 
linear graph of r is sewn onto (GC, c fi), an approximate graph of @u-l r, Sr(ur), UT), 
then note that every new vertex has a positive edge leaving it and a positive edge 
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entering it. As for determinations, note that determinizing a graph only increases the 
edge set of a given vertex, so that we see that a determination does not create sources 
or sinks. Note, however, that a determination may destroy a source or sink. It 
follows that a P-expansion does not create sources or sinks. 
(3) If (CI, 4 /I) has no positive loops, then every positive path can be extended to 
a positive source-sink walk. 
(4) If (cw, K j3) has no positive loops and (cx’, r’, fi’) is a P-expansion of (GC,~, 19) 
which destroys no sources or sinks then some section of ((r’, r’, p’) strictly contains 
a section of (ar,K 8). To see this, assume that the P-expansion sewed on a path 
labeled by r, where r =s is the relation involved, and p and q are the paths labeled 
by r and s respectively. Now q can be extended to q1 qq2 an so -sl walk, where 
(so,sI) E S+ x S-. Then if we let C be the section of (a, c p) relative to (so,s,) 
and let C’ be the section of (a’, r’, 8’) reJative to (so,sI), note that CE C’ and 
W(qt 442) e C’ but wq, 442) G c. 
We will prove the theorem by indu.ction on IS+ x S-1. 
Let (a:~/?) be an approximate graph of (uu-*r,SF(ur),ur). If IS+(r)xS-(r)I = 
0, then, by (c), ((w, c /I) has no edges labeled by an element of X, so (cw, c j?) has only 
one vertex, with trivial edge set, so u := 1, and by an argument similar to the one used 
in (a), (cw,T, 8) = BT(1). Now assume that the result is true for all approximate 
graphs (ar’J’,/3’) such that IS+(r) xS-(r’)l cN, and suppose that (CT,&/?) is an 
approximate graph of (uu?, W(ur), UT’), such that IS’(r) x S-(T)1 =N. We 
need only demonstrate hat every sefquence of P-expansions, which preserves sources 
and sini:s, must tzrminate finitely, since as soon as we have (cz,K p) ** (a,, rl, fir) 
where IS+(&) \, S-(&)I < IS+(r) x S-(r)l, the induction hypothesis guarantees 
finite termination of any P-expansion sequence. With this in mind, let C(T)= 
U (soJlks+(r)xs-m C(s,,s,), and let w(so, ~1) be an so - s1 walk for each (sg, ~1) E
S+(r) x S-(T). Now, since (a, c ,B) is an approximate graph of (uu-’ r, Sr(ur), ur), 
we know that C(s,, sl) c (w(so, s&r) c; -I n X*, which is a finite set. Thus since 
S+(r)xS-(r) is finite, (C(r)aja-’ 11X* is a finite set. Now if 
is a P-expansion sequence which preserves sources and sinks, then 
C(r) E C(rr) c C(l;) c “’ c C(rk) c “’ 
by (d). Thus the sequence must terminate finitely, since as noted above, this se- 
quence is bounded above by a finite set. Thus C(&) = C(rk+ l) for some k, and so 
by Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 5.10, (&, r,& &) = (uu-’ r, sr(2tr), UT). 0 
Although this theorem can be used to prove other results, we point out one 
obvious corollary. 
Corollary 6.6. Let Ad= Inv(X 1 S) be a positive presentation, where X is finite. If 
1 r I= IsI for all (r,s) E S, then M has decidable word problem. In particular the 
Schiitzenberger graphs are all finite and effectively constructable. 
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Proof. We define a homomorphism 
c : (X U X-l)* -+ the integers under addition, 
induced by x+ 1 and x-l d-1, for XEX. For WE(XUX-I)*, c(w) is called the 
count of w. Now we note that if wlow2 by an elementary group transition (the 
group presented by (X, S)) then c(wt ) = c(w9, since 
(1) insertion or deletion of UU-’ in wt does not change the count, since c(u) = 
-c(u-‘); and, 
(2) substitution of r for s in wl where (r,s) E S (or vice versa) does not change the 
count, since c(r) = c(s) = Irl = IsI. 
Now note that if c(w) =n, then I(wa nX*l s IXl”, so that the hypotheses of
Theorem 6.5 are met and M has decidable word problem. Cl 
Example 5. Let S, be the symmetric group on { 1,2,3, .. . , n} and let 0 E Sn x Sn. 
The presentation P= (X, Se), where 
X= (xt~x29 l**,x,) 
and 
s, = HXlpX2p •X?IpXlQX2~ l **Xnq) I wlk@} 
is called a permutation presentation. It is an obvious consequence of Corollary 6.6 
that all permutation presentations have decidable word problem. In particular 
MC, = Inv(xI,x2, . . ..Xn 1 XiXj =XjXi, ISi< jsn), 
the free inverse monoid on n commuting enerators, has decidable word problem. 
MC Alister and MC Fadden (see [lo]) solved the word problem for this presentation 
for the case n = 2; however, for n > 2, MC, is not E-unitary and so their methods do 
not apply. 
Consider the free inverse monoid on three commuting enerators a, b,c. We 
demonstrate the solution to the word problem for wl =ab-‘ca-‘bc-* and w2 = 
b-‘aa-‘bab-‘ca-‘bc-‘. (wl w,‘s,W(w,r), W& is the same as the linear graph of 
wl, since it 
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that Mc3 is not E-unitary, since this graph will not embed in the Cayley 
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and after any sequence of P-expansions one derives (w2 IV? * t, Sf’(w, t), W, t) 
r 
(w2 w;* t, ST(wg), w2r) 
Note that there is a V-homomorphism of (w, wi’r, sT(wtr), wlr) into (w2 w;‘T, 
W(w&, w2r) that preserves the start and end of (w, WC’ r, sT(wi r), w1 r), so that 
wlr is a stabilizer of w2r. No’: also that w2r is an idempotent. 
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